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NOTICE OF MEETING

FRIDAY 9t' ocroBER 7.3oPM

ROBERTSON COMMUNITY CENTRB

Our guest speaker will be Associate Professor Richard Norris from the
Cooperative Research Centre for Freshwater Ecolory. The talk is titled
'Assessing River Health - The Power of Aquatic Invertebrates" or more simply

"The Power of Bugs".

How do we go about assessing the condition ofour rivers? Traditionally chemical and
physical measurements have been used. While these tests, usually spot measurements,
can provide useful information about water quality, such as oxygen levels and the
presence of chemical pollutants, they are of limited value in describing the ecological
condition of streams.

While much work has been conducted on the ability of organisms such as fish and
algae to monitor river health, it is aquatic macroinvertebrates (those invertebrates that
can be seen with the naked eye) that are being used most widely for assessing the
condition of ow waterways.

Commonly called "bugs" they include yabbies, snails, mussels, shrimps and insects
and their larvae that inhabit streams, estuaries, lakes and wetlands. A practical benefit
to using "bugs" for assessing river health is that sampling, identification and sorting
methods are relatively simple and can be undertaken without expensive training
programs or expensive equipment.

So come along and hear about what we should expect to find in our local waterways.
All are welcome to attend and a light supper will be served.

i] RESEARCH=

The Cooperative Research Centre for Freshwater Ecology is a
collaborative venture between govemment agencies, industry
and research organisations. Its aim is to provide the knowledge
needed to guide the sustainable management ofour freshwater
systems.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Two events in recent times have again highlighted the folly of thinking we can control
nature. The collapse of the Wingecarribee Swamp, and the dramatic floods along the
Illawana coastal plane, have shown yet again the consequences of altering natural
systems.

The damage to the Wingecarribee Swamp (Full report in this edition) is even more
tragic given that it was preventable, all it required was some political will.

Membership of the Society is always welcomed, please contact the Secretary PO
Box 45 Robertson 2577 Ph 0248-851473.

WINDFARMVISIT

We were extremely fortunate to have Dr Peter Freere on hand to explain the
operations. The structures which are located on a knoll adjacent to the
Goulbum/Crookwell road are quite majestic in the undulating landscape.

Peter had ananged access to the site, and the group was able to stand under the 40
metre towers. Noise and wind speed readings were also taken. It was interesting to
note although the wind speed at ground level was only about 2 metres/second, the
turbines were still tuming. Obviously the wind speed was considerably higher 40
metres above the ground, no wonder this site was chosenll Noise appeared to be
minimal and was only really noticeable directly under the tower and dropped off
considerably even a short distance away. There appeared to be no problems for
livestock with the sheep grazing up to the base of the towers.

Discussion with the local's indicated that the wind farm is proving to be a real draw
card and has helped bolster the economy ofthe local township. The wind farm is well
worth a visit and can seen from a special viewing area that has been constructed
beside the roadside.
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Contributions to Eucryphia can be sent to the editor Steve Douglas 108 Blackman Pde

Urag:,derra2526.

FROM THE COMMITTEE

On the Saturday following the last meeting a group of members were lucky enough to
visit the recently opened wind farm located about 5km east of Crookwell.

An added bonus for those who retumed to Lynham's Cafd (an excellent meal) for
lunch was the musical interlude provided by Bob \,'{srirn<-< on fiddle. This
provided the perfect end to a most enjoyable field day.



WORKING BEE ROBERTSON NATURE RESERVE

A great effort by those who attended enabled all ofthe old fencing material from the

westem side of the reserve to taken down and removed from the area. The National
Parks and Wildlife Service provided a truck (thanks Joe Petre) to collect and dispose

of the material.

It is hoped that we will be able to plant up some further areas on the western side of
the reserve to provide an increased buffer between this area and the neighbouring
residential development.

Thanks to all those who attended, and the results show just what can be achieved
through a coordinated approach.

ROBERTSON VILLAGE PLAN

At the time of printing we were still waiting on the amended plan to be placed on
display. The delays appear to be unfathomable, hopefully it will be not to much longer
before it comes out for comment.

WINGECARRJBEE SWAMP

There is no doubt that the collapse of the Wingecarribee swamp is one of the great
environmental tragedies this shire has witnessed. Given the amount of time and

energy REPS has devoted to this issue the outcome is particularly painful. It would
seem appropriate that this edition of Eucryphia devote considerable space to likely
causes behind the events that happened last month.

For those who haven't heard (it received considerable local and some Sydney press

coverage) there was a major collapse ofthe peat barrier that separated the dredge pool
created by the peat mining operaiion and the reservoir. On the 8th August (ust after
the printing of the last Eucryphia) thousands of cubic metres of peat were swept into
the reservoir. This created major water quality problems in the reservoir and caused

the filtration plant to be shut down. The filtration capacity of the swamp has been

negated.

In an ironic twist the Minister for Mineral Resources Bob Martin has since announced

that he cannot renew the mining leases due to the activity being not compatible with a

water catchment area. This whole episode has been a political shambles. REPS and

NPA requested a meeting with the Premier to brief him on the condition of the

swamp. We were fortunate enough to obtain a meeting with the Premiers Department
also attended by Bruce McDonald, Chairman of the Environmental Defenders Office.
The recommendations which follow were presented for their consideration. Also
included in then following pages are excrpts from Dr Emmett O'Loughlin's report on
the likely causes behind the mass movement in the Wingecarribee Swamp. It is hoped
this will give readers a better understanding of the events that led to the collapse of
the swamp.



WINGECARRIBEE SWAMP DISASTER
LIST OF RECOMMBNDATIONS for ACTION to PREMIER

by the National Parks Association of NSW (NPA)
and the Robertson Environment Protection Society (REPS)

Urgent/Immediate
l. That conservation representatives be added to the "On-Site Advisory Committee" already set up by

Sydney Water.

2. That an Expert Panel of Peatland Hydrologists ald Ecologists be set up to advise Sydney Water on the
ecological restoration of the Swamp.

3. That the 1997 Report of the of the Mining Warden's Inquiry on Peat Mining in Wingecarribee Swamp be
released.

6. That an immediate ilvestigation be made ofthe situation at Killarney where Emerald Pear is reponed to
have another peat mining proposal.

Short Term
7. That &e Sydney Water "Special Area" around Wingecarribee Reservoir be extended to the whole of

Wingecarribee Swamp and it's immediate surrounds.

8. That a Permanent Conservation Order be made over the Swamp and its immediate surrounds
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10.That the NSW Govemment produce a detailed strategy for the 1999 Puerto Rico RAMSAR Meeting as
to how it will meet its delegated RAMSAR obligations to ensure the long term conservation of NSW
peatlands.

l l.That a review be held by the Dept of Planning of any existing peat mining leases in NSW with a view to
their earliest possible termination.

Longer Term
l2.That an Inter-Departmental krquiry be held to establish why the Department of Mineral Resources failed

to exercise Due Caution in regulating peat mining in Wingecarribee Swamp. DMR was aware of the,
absence of an environmental impact assessment and considerable concern by many other govemment and
non-govemment agencies over the past ten yqus.

l3.That the Govemment fund an independent academic repon on the Wingecarribee Swamp peat mining as
a case study in the failure of the precautionary principle.

l4.That the "Advocacy for Minhg" role be removed from the DMR to allow that Department to perform its
role as regulator without its present conflict of interest.

ls.That legislative amendments be made to avoid another such environmental catastrophe

16.That Wingecarribee Swamp be declared as a Nature Reserve once it has been stabilised and an amended
Joint Plan of Management is in place, including provisions for restoration and agpeement on funding
responsibility.

That the current Joint Plan of Management between Sydney Water and NPWS be updated to provide for
the stabilisation, restoration aad future management ofthe enlarged Special Area 'l
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4. That Sydney Water commit to fund the stabilisation, long term restoration and associated management of
the Swamp., including the costs of the On-Site Advisory Corrynittee and Expert Panel of Peatland
Hydrologists and Ecologists.

5. That an immediate and permanent prohibition be placed on the mining or damming of any further
peatlands in NSW



During 1997, the Chief Mining Warden conducted an Inquiry into an appication by

Emerald Peat Pty Ltd for the renewal of peat mining leases in the Swamp. Much of the

background information used in this Report is drawn from submissions to that Inquiry.

For bievity, only those data that are essential to to the present subject will b€ cited in this

Report.

The writer of this Report inspected the catchment/swamp area on 6 May 1997, and

subsequently made a submission to the Inquiry (Exh 75). After the event of 8-9 August,

the writer carried out another inspection of the Swamp and its catchment on I 7 August

1998.
' Drainage through the hillside/swamp system: natural conditions.

Water flow pathways in the hillsides and the Swamp, during and after rainfall, are

depicted in Figure l, which shows a cross-section of the Swamp under natural conditions.

The permeable Klasnozems freely conduct water deep into the soil profile until it enters

the $oundwater table. It then flows laterally downslope into the beds that underlie the

peati These beds include conductive saad layers, and allow subsurface flofr to be fed
under pressure across the base ofthe Swamp (the higher the water table in the hillsides,
the geater the pressure at the peat basement). The semi+onfined flow beneath the peat

moves vertically through the peat, and emerges at the surface as a slowly exuding
dampness that maintains the peatland ecosystem. The rate ofexudation changes

seasonally: the peat surface may dry out during drought, or may be flooded from below in
prolonged wet periods. During high intensity storms, exfiltration from the peat surface
may be exceeded by subsurface inllow from the hillsides. Under these conditions, the
entire peat bed may be pushed up, as though perched on a water cushion (statement by
Schofield, in Exh 75). The excess pressure below the peat dissipates over a period of
about two weeks (borehole records, App. A, Sydney Water Draft Plan of Management).

The pressure distributions to be expected in the Swamp cross section (a) during a
drainage phase, and (b) during a major rainstorm, are shown in Figure 2. The pressure

head at the base of the peat is shown for both cases. (This is the water level that would
be observed in a tube bore, sealed at its sides, and open at the bottom. It measures the
groundwater pressure at the base of the tube - in this case, the pressure at the base of the
peat deposit.)

As shown in Figure 2, the maximum groundwater pressure head occurs at the swamp
edge, and diminishes in the direction of subsurface flow towards the centre of the
Swamp. This means that the uplift pressure is greatest at the Swamp edge. And if the
hillside soils become completely saturated, thE more intense the storm, the greater the
magnitude of the uplift.

INTRODUCTION

wingecarribee swamp experienced a catastrophic mass movement torvards the

Winlecanibee Reservoir on August 8-9 1998, transforming it from a stable, gently

sloping peatland into a slumped, highly incised and dissected remnant. The mass

rror.ti.nt disgorged a sig-nificant part ofthe peatland's volume into the Reservoir,

resulting in a new land surface two to five metres lower, with totally altered drainage

charactJristics. At the time of writing, the remnant swamp is quite unstable, with gross

levels of continuing mass movement and erosion occurring, resulting in visible changes

in the Swamp's topography on a daily basis. This report examines the hydrological

aspects that ;ould have contributed to the mass movement, and draws conclusions about

ttri tltety causes for the swamp's failure. It also considers the immediate steps that need

to be taken to mitigate further damage, and the issue of rehabilitating the Swamp to its

former state.
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Surface drains

The Swamp contained a network ofsurface drains, as shown on the Robertson l:25000
map sheet, and described by Sainty and Cummings (Exh 8l and 90). The principal drain
originally extended upstream, close to the northem edge ofthe Swamp, as far as

Warreeah Gully. By 1996, the dredge pool had intersected and locally obliterated the

draiq but it still existed downstream from the pool, from where it exited and passed

through the Special Area or "buffer". The &ain at the downstream end of the dredge
pool is shown in Figure 6 (Source: EPA, photo taken 29 August 1997).

The drain at this point was about one metre deep, and apparently stable.

On 7-8 August 1998, a deep low pressure system was present in the Tasman Sea, and
land gale wamings had been issued by the Bureau of Meteorology. This resulted in
sustained winds recorded in Canberra of 25-33 knr,/tr throughout Saturday, 8 August.

This flow would have been directed through the northwestern part of the dredge pool
(excavated in 1997198), at a velocity ofabout 0.5 metres/second, thence across the
Special Area as overland flow, with a depth of 0.8 - 1.0 mefre, and a velocity of about
0.4 metreVsecond (calculations based on Manning's "n" of 0.1 - 0.15; these estimates are
similar to those submitted by Luketina to the Inquiry in Table 1, Exh 59). [.ocal flow
velocities around obstructions (heavy vegetation clumps) and at the drain in the Special
Area would be up to twice the mean value, i.e., 0.8 metres/second. These velocities are
comparatively low, and most unlikely to cause scour anywhere over the Special Area or
in the remnant drainage channel. Note that the integrity of the Special Area has been
maintained over several millennia, when many flood events of this magnitude would
have been experienced.

The storm of 7 August 1998

In the 72 hours commencing 0200 hrs, 6 August 1998, rainfall of290mm was recorded at
East Kangaloon (Station 568070; source: AWT Environmental Measurement Services).
The cumulative rainfall during the storm is shown in Figure 7. Of this total, l83mm fell
in an l8-hour period starting at noon,7 August. The most intense 2-hour rainfall, 21.3
mm/hour, occurred starting at 2l 16 hrs, 7 August. By that time, about l70mm had
already fallen in the previous 48 hours, so the soils in the catchment would have been
totally saturated, with almost all rainfall being converted to rapid surface runoff. This
would have generated a discharge through the dredge pool of about 160 m3/second.



For these reasons, initiation of mass movement ofthe peat from the Special Area can be
discounted as a possible cause ofthe Swamp's catastrophic failure on 7 August 1998.

Comparison with l99l storm.

In June 1991, a storm of 567mm over 72 hours was recorded at East Kangaloon (approx.
700mm total rainfall over 5 days). See Figure 7. The maximum 2-hour intensity was 25
mm/trour, marginally higher than the 2-hour intensity during the August 1998 storm. At
that time (0700 hrs, I I June), the catchment had been saturated by about 600mm in the
previous four days. For all durations longer than one hour, the 1991 intensities exceeded
the 1998 intensities (Source: AWT Environmental Measurement Services).

No mass movement ofpeat was experienced during the 1991 storm. Because the the
degree of catchment satuation and the relative intensities were larger during the l99l
storm, the cause of the mass movement can not be attributed solely to the magnitude of
the 1998 storm, in itself.

By Sunday aftemoon,9 August 1998, the dredge had been washed from the dredge pool
into the middle of Wingecarribee Reservoir, at the head of several thousand square
metres of floating peat. When it is operating, the dredge is stabilised in position by two
heavy steel retractable legs, about 6 metres long and l0 metres apart, that are forced into
the bed ofthe pool. That is, when the legs are exlended, they protrude beneath the dredge
about 4 metres. When the dredge was recovered from the reservoir, the legs were in the
extended position.

LIKELY FAILUR.E MECHANISM

Locstion of initial failure

As a result ofthe physical processes described above that determine the behaviour ofthe
catchment/swamp system during a major storm, the most probable cause of the mass
movement was slumping of the upstream face of the dredge pool. The conditions
favourable for an initial slumping failure at that location were:
. Saturated hillside soils with an elevated watertable
o Permeable hillside soils feeding water into conductive layers beneath the peat
o High resultant pore pressues at the base of the peat bed, especially near the swamp

edge
o A high peat face (about four metres) weakened by deep cracks in earlier drying

periods

q

The dredge

It must be infened that when the dredge passed across the Special Area, its legs gouged a
pair of tracks through the peat down to a depth ofabout four metres, similar to the action
of a 2-tyne deep ripper. The likely circumstances that caused this event, and its
consequences, are described below.



Several ofthese conditions did not occur during a storm of similar or greater magnitude
in 1991. Nor did they occur elsewhere in the Swamp. The conclusion is therefore drawn
that the failure was initiated at the upstream edge ofthe dredge pool where the exposed
face was highest, and where groundwater pressue was highest. This would have been at
the northeast comer ofthe dredge pool, and corresponds with the "blue area" identified
by Sainty in Exh 81 (see Figure 8).

Propagation of failure through Swamp

The initial collapse ofa high peat face into the dredge pool would immediately result in
steepened groundwater pressure gradients in the newly exposed material. A sharp surge
of drainage from this material into the dredge pool would then occur. The new peat face
would be subject to higher pressure gradients and blowout forces than the original
(collapsed) face, and further collapse into the dredge pool would occur, pushing the
earlier collapsed material ahead of it. By this mechanism, the local face failure would be
transformed into a progressive mass movement that propagated upslope through the
swamp.

Mass movement and total failure of the Special Area would then be inevitable as the
semi-solid material flowed across it. Along the ripped zone, blowout pressures from
below would rapidly fracture and lift chunks of the peat bed, which would be carried by
overland flow into the Reservoir, coming to rest behind the dredge.

The time taken for these events was probably less than a few hours.

The path ofthe newly-formed channel (up to 100 metres wide) through the Special Area
into the Reservoir gives weight to the scenario described above. At the upstream edge of
the former dredge pool, the channel is adjacent to the northem edge ofthe Swamp (see
Figure 9). An initial face blowout in Sainty's "blue zone" would result in such a channel

. High net blowout forces behind the face caused by high pore pressures

. Reduced shear strength in Hydromorphic soils below peat caused by high pore
pressures

. The lack of restraint against sliding, resulting from peat excavation across the width
of the Swamp

As the failure developed, very large volumes of basement water, and interstitial water in
the peat, formerly under high pressure, would have been liberated. This would flow into
the dredge pool, now being filled with a fractured peat mass. The preferred flow path for
this material was via the narrow recently excavated void along the Swamp's northwestern
boundary. Temporary blocking at the outlet of this pathway by floating masses of peat
probably occurred, causing the overall depth in the pool to increase rapidly. At the same
time, masses of semi-solid material continued to collapse and slide into the dredge pool.
If this material was locally obstructed by the dredge, it may have pushed the floating
dredge ahead of it across the Special Area, resulting in a newly ripped pathway, up to 10

metres wide, that extended four metres or more into the peat.



location. Downstream from the former dredge pool, the new channel meanders through
the middle of the Special Area. This suggests that the present channel is uffelated to the
path ofthe drain along the northem edge ofthe swamp, and therefore, that scouring of
that drain did not result in development of the new channel. The fact that the channel
originates from about the centre ofthe dredge pool indicates that there was a different
mechanism involved. The most likely is the ripped and gouged trail caused by the
drifting dredge, pushed across the Special Area by a semi-solid wave of fractured peat
and water.

REEABILTTATION OF WINGECARRIBEE SWAMP

Immediate actions

At the time of writing, active mass movement, sliding, erosion and slumping in the
Swamp is occurring. Deep fissures are growing daily. The Swamp is draining rapidly,
and neither its macro or micro topography have stabilised. The highly fissured surface is
totally untrafficable by vehicle, and is hazardous for exploration by foot. It also poses

dangem to livestock that have access to the Swamp. The Swamp is likely to remain in
this state until an extended period of drying (several months) occurs.

For safety reasons, the public and livestock should now be totally excluded from the
Swamp.

As the fractured peat drains and dries, it will become more combustible. If fire does
occur, it will be extremely diflicult to extinguish, if only because access for firefighting
vehicles and traflicability across the surface will be almost impossible. Fire will quickly
become subterranean, and capable of smouldering unchecked. The altered drainage in
the fractured peat means that upwelling water from below cannot be relied upon to
extinguish hotspots. Extraordinary measures, physical and legal, should therefore be
taken to exclude the possibility of fire. The Swamp Management Authorities could, for
example, consider the pros and cons of hazzrd reduction buming and/or strictly
controlled $aa:ing at strategic locatiots around and inside the Swamp margins.

Otherwise, as long as the Swamp is undergoing metamorphosis, it is possible only to
speculate on how further damage may be mitigated. The changes in structue that are
occurring now are the result of interactions between new drainage pathways, continuing
mass movement, and new topography. The scale of the Swamp and its adjoining hillsides
is such that intervention to modify its present dynamically changing drainage pattern
would be futile.
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Some parts ofthe Swamp are currently less disturbed than others (although it appears that
surface and subsurface drainage throughout the entire Swamp have changed drastically).
When the rate of mass movement and topographic change diminishes - and this may take
months - it should be possible to delineate Swamp zones that have reached a new state of
comparative equilibrium. Then, on a zone-by-zone basis, more permanent measures to
stabilise them can be considered. To do this, it is essential to track the temporal changes



that are occurring in the Swamp's topography and drainage characteristics. This will
require, initially, a high resolution map and air photography. Air photogrammetric
quality images should then be obtained on a frequent basis. A high density ofsurveyable
markers throughout the swamp should be installed immediately, and their position and
elevation tracked over the coming months.

As a pre-requisite to implementing any mitigating actions, the nature ofthe hydrological
changes needs to be quantified and understood. A full meteorological station capable of
recording basic components ofthe surface mass and energy balance needs to be installed
at the Swamp. Surface flows entering and passing tkough the Swamp must be measured

and tracked through time. Groundwater elevations and piezometric pressures should be

recorded continuously at a designed network of observation points. Basic measurements

ofthe structural and hydraulic properties ofthe peat bed and underllng material should
be made.

There is a critical timeframe now for collecting these data. This extends until about
March, by which time the major draining, drying and topographic changes will have

occurred. Longer{erm changes will continue, but at a reduced rate.

Apart from the steps recommended above, no physicat mitigation measures appear to be
warranted at this stage. They are likely to be misguided and ineffective. However, as

understanding ofthe system is developed over the coming months, the situation should be

continuously re-assesed.

f,ong-term actions

The objective ol long+erm actions need to be defined. Clearly, the August 1998 event
will result in ineversible changes to the ecological and water resource values ofthe
Swamp. The existing Plan of Management, its objectives, proposed actions and
outcomes need to be re-assessed. Artificial measures may possibly be taken to restore
specific zones of the Swamp to a semblance of their former state, but it is prematue to
say whether this is remotely possible.

It will not be possible to "rehabilitate" the Swamp in a forseeable timeframe. At best, a

new equilibrium dictated by natural ecological and hydrological processes will emerge,
possibly in a century or so. It has taken a geological timescale to develop the pre-August
ecosystem. Over that time, major changes in climate and vegetation have occurred.
Changes of similar magrritude may be expected in the future.

Ifany long-term actions arc to be taken, they must be contingent on a sound biophysical
understanding ofthe catchment/swamp system. It is necessary to take steps to develop
that understandi ng now.



HISTORY

The trunks ol gnarled and ancient trees marched onwards like an army, rank upon
rank. As far, further, much lirrther than the eye could see. All about was a tangled

dimness, the air laden with the sweet, fhint scent ofthe forest. Overhead, the dark roof
shut out the sky. Here and there a keyhole to the outside shone and glittered like a
diamond, sending down a single illuminating ray. Here was a different world, dark and

mysterious, where everything was writhing, clawing, fighting an eternal battle lor the

light that was life. Sometiures a leaf rvould flutter down lrom the canopy to join the
others that carpeted the ground, filled every available cranny and hollow. They drifted
against the great boles of the trees, buried deserted wombat burrows, housed the

innumerable spiders and insects that chose to Iive in the mould of the forest floor.
Silence reigned, broken only by the whispering of the wind .

It rvas lighter in the groves of tall coachwood trees. Tiny wild orchids nodded their
purple heads among the fallen coachrvood blossom. A little creek tinkled on the edge

of hearing. It jumped over the mossy stones, on its way to the lalls. A huge pinkrvood
tree squatted on the bank like an old man, hoary rvith age. Its great branches sprawled
skyr'vards; the knotted trunk was lull of fissures. Twistine roots writhed their r.vay to
the water.
Deeper in, tou,ards the hean ofthe forest, the undergror.vth became denser, the trees
older, blacker, and the li_lrht less. Shaggl' growths hung from lhe branches, woven with
huge twisting vines, and Iichen blotched the intertwining roots.
Growth was everyr.vhere. Frorr the stately beauty of a tall sassafras tree to the tiniest
toadstool by its roots, all rvas part ofthe great web, a rveb that was woven in the
Beginning.
For the rainforest was olcl- even ancient; more ancient than the oldest tree could
remember. When the first shoots crept from the earth, mankind r.vas in its.infancy.
The forest held the land. It seemed unchanging, yet was ever renerved in its secret life.
It could grorv here forever--or as long as humans allowed it to live.

** *** **x******x** * *** +,t*,N*

The sun was rising. Gradually the lorest shadow gave w.ay to a greenish dirn. It was

spring; the time of au,akening a[ier sleeping under the frost. The butcher birds' song
lell on to the stil! ail lilie drops cl'sr',|C. But difl:r'ent things u'e:-e beint seen a:ril heard
in the trees' realnr.
The usual early morning sounds canre fiom the clearing where the hut stood- the baby

wailing, the bickering olthe hens, the stanrping of the impatient horses in their yard.
But the forest creatures paid no heed, and padded past unseen. By nor.v they were used
to their nerv environment, and thought of the settler's arrival as merely an
inconvenience. Still, the human circle was to be avoided. Where great trees were
felled lor firervood they lefi gaping holes in the canopy. Din tracks were hewn through
the undergror.vth, and yet nrore trees were were hacked do,"vn to Inake way for more
men to come to the clearing, riding on their rough coated horses.
Still, the forest would endLrre. It had al,.vays been there.

a **i**1taa *** *xati * *a**a*****,t,!*a*a*x

It was spring again, but the heart of the forest was heavy. More and more signs ofthe
white man marred its beauty, and slorvly, inexorably, it r.vas being driven back to non-

t?



existence. Where tall cedars had once raised their heads to the sky, there were muddy

paddocks full olstones, skirted on three sides by thin bands oftrees, and on the fourth

by the dark barrier olthe lvoods. The land had been invaded.

The siege was becoming more and ntore desperate, the battle more hopeless with each

stroke of the axe that sent another tree crashing down to the ground. The animals

retreated further towards the deepest parts ol the lorest. Warily they crept forth to
drink from the creek, avoiding the men with guns. No more was thejoyous song ofthe
stream heard. The once swift moving crystal r.vater was now brown, muddied and

stagnant. The banks were trampled and devastated by cows and horses that came to
drink. All that was left of the lerns were blackened stumps. Metal pipes followed the
stream bed, and sucked out water.
The lorest was fighting for its lile nolv. And it was losing.
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More and more men travelled westwards along the raw new roads. Instead of the
never-ending carpet of leaves, there were pitiful clumps of trees, and around them
were cultivated fields, houses, smoking chimneys, even a church spire. The old
kingdom was conquered. But the last battle was yet to be fought, and more horrors
were yet to come: the iron jaws ripping hungrily at the eanh, the death cries ol the

trees as they fell prey to man's machines. Wrenching the land from the fbrest ,'vas like
wrenching a child lrom its nrother. But the men paid no heed to the paning, and

ignored the last trees calling sadly to their brothers and sisters who r.vere no more.
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All was over by nightfall. The setting sun sent a lurid light over the \\,aste that the
greed olman had.,vrought. The final ruin: the ancient trees did not quiver. They lay

still . But it seemed that their ener.nies gnrdged them even this repose
The trunks r.vere dragged into tos,ering heaps and set alight. Huqe columns ofsmoke
and flickering flames nvisted and spiralled against the stars

Belore the first light of rrorning, the red fire had consumed all Charred death lay in
the burned stunrps, defiled by the stench of diesel oil and the tracks of bulldozers.
Only an old boobook orvl renrained. grazing over the dead land. All day he drooped on
his perch, but when everring canre, he silently spread his wrrrgs and sailed into the

darkness.
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